eSports
Planning for Gaming and eSports at Your Facility
At Knoll, we’ve always been thinking about how people interact with their environments, and how their environments impact what they do. We know from years of experience, focused on research, that the nature of education has fundamentally shifted. New organizational structures and alternative learning styles are shaping the next generation of space planning. Knoll helps create adaptable contemporary spaces to support this transformation, including spaces for eSports athletes and fans to come together.

Design is inherently about the future—a plan for tackling problems yet to come. We’re excited to share these planning thought starters for eSports and Gaming at your facility.
Administrative or Academic Spaces
Work areas and offices for game development and administrative needs—including those of coaches, staff, technical and audio design, game design, 3D and 2D artists, character artists, architectural visualization, and more.
Breakout Areas
In-between spaces for casual players, fans, and athletes to connect and build community.

“I think it’s more accurate to think of aesthetics as the key ingredient in a recipe, as opposed to the icing on the cake.”

STEPHEN P. ANDERSON
Seductive Interaction Design: Creating Playful, Fun and Effective User Experiences
PC Players Lounge
Designed with the unique needs of gaming in mind, for casual play, experimentation and learning—either within a recreation department or student union area.

SHOWN HERE:
Gaming Area: Antenna Workspaces
Power Beam technology spine; Sapper multiple monitor beam; Generation by knoll work chair; Adjacent Lounge Area: Rockwell Unscripted Steps, upholstered stools and occasional tables; Muuto Five poufs
Adjacent Breakout Room: Rockwell Unscripted™ Creative Wall™; Remix Side chairs; Muuto Unfold pendant lamp
Training Rooms
Formal gaming area—often enclosed to facilitate collaboration and team building—for organized club, varsity and professional teams to refine their skills, designed for extended use with well-planned ergonomics.
Console Play Area

Agile areas with appropriate lounge-posture seating for console game play, multiple large monitors for display and collaboration, convenient access to power, and auditorium-style space for viewing.
Key Products for Gaming and eSports
A flexible chair that moves with you; lounge seating that supports console play; reliable technology and data support; space division for visual and acoustic privacy.
At Knoll, we make creative, inspiring places where people love to be. Understanding what drives you allows us to bring your vision to life.

We believe in places that offer people, across all generations, a fluid experience from intimate to shared spaces for individuals and teams. We make this possible because our constellation of brands works together to build unique spaces across a range of budgets and price points.

Our hands-on approach prioritizes your values and culture, and leverages our decades of experience; our team brings research and an innovative mindset to every engagement. We will work through the specific challenges of your organization to develop the right planning strategy. Our dealers’ expertise ensures that your project proceeds smoothly every step of the way.

Let us show you why we love spaces that inspire people to do their best work.